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HEN you observe a sample of

performance data counting wins and

runs, the natural thing to do is

express it as a percentage. So, for

example, if jockey A rides 10

winners from his or her first 20

rides at Redcar, for example, we divide 10 by 20 and

multiply by 100, giving a Strike Rate (SR) of 50%.

The point of rate statistics in sport such as SR is to deal

with different sample-sizes. The idea is to control for

opportunity and put everyone’s success on an equal footing.

If jockey B has 200 rides and 30 winners at Redcar, that is a

Strike Rate of 15%, and so we can say that jockey A (50%

SR) has been more successful than jockey B (15% SR) at

Redcar considering their different number of rides.    

The practice of evaluating past performance with some

metric like Strike Rate is known as a ‘descriptive statistic’.

We are describing what has happened before, using some

well-established measure of performance. This is a

perfectly valid practice, and you will see hundreds of these

numbers used descriptively to evaluate jockeys, trainers,

stallions and the like throughout the racing media.

But there’s a huge problem when it comes to using SR to

predict the future: if two jockeys have the same SR,

different sample-sizes imply very different rates

of future success.

The reason for this is our old friend,

‘regression to the mean’. It’s the tendency of

statistics which are unusually good or bad to

become less unusually good or bad in the future.

If you are using rate statistics for jockeys such as

SR, where a 10% SR is the average across all

competitors (because the average field-size is 10

runners, for example) then anything much higher

or lower than that tends to regress (which in a

statistical context means ‘move towards’)

towards 10% in future. And the degree to which

it does so depends on the sample-size.

O, how do we make a ‘descriptive’

statistic into a ‘predictive’ statistic?

Simples, as the Meerkat says, we add a

‘prior’. Priors are so important in making

predictions that, finally in modern times,

scientists are turning away from the canon of statistics

invented by British Victorian practitioners like Sir Ronald

Fisher and turning back to a way of doing things more

common 100 years or more earlier.

What we need to do is calm down outlying statistics from

small samples using past experience of how things turn out.

If we want to make predictions about a jockey’s future

success at Redcar, every jockey taking their first ride at

Redcar should not start with zero wins from zero rides but,

say, 25 wins from 250 rides. Why? Well, this helps to calm

down the volatility seen until their sample-size is adequate.

HE bigger the prior sample of wins and rides we

use – always describing an average Strike Rate of

10% - the less that the actual wins and rides we

observe in reality changes our expectations. So, if the

jockey above wins on his or her first ride, their ‘record’ for

predictive purposes becomes 26 wins from 251 rides. We

have learned something about them, yes, but nowhere near

enough to believe their future SR will be the 100%

achieved by one win from one ride. In fact, 26 from 251 is

an expected SR (written xSR to differentiate it from one

based on actual data) of 10.4%.
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A prior sample of 150 average races results in the best predictions for sires

 

This month James takes his annual year-end look at the
performance of the latest first-season sires, but before
naming those he expects to make their mark in the future,
he explains the intricacies of Expected Percentage of Rivals
Beaten (xPRB), the metric he used to make his selections. 
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When it comes to stallions, the statistic of interest to us

here is not Strike Rate but Percentage of Rivals Beaten

(PRB). A problem with SR is that it treats both a horse

finishing second and one finishing 22nd in the same way,

i.e. as a loser. So, we want something more granular than

Strike Rate, and PRB does the job. The formula for

working out PRB is: The number of Rivals Beaten divided

by the Total of Rivals faced, multiplied by 100.

To work out the size of the prior which gives the best

predictions, we turn to a mathematical technique called

‘optimisation’. This is simple. All we ask the computer to

do is to go back a day at a time in history, calculate the

PRB for a stallion’s progeny up to that point, then look

ahead of the cut-off day to see what happened. In other

words, we ask the computer to make a bunch of predictions

using different-sized priors and mark its own homework.

The graph (on previous page) illustrates what the computer

finds.

OR obvious reasons, the average PRB for a stallion

is 50%. So, our prior will have that relationship

between Wins and Runs. It turns out that to make

the best predictions, we need to start a stallion off with 150

prior races of 50% PRB to produce the expected PRB

(xPRB) in future. This is quite a large prior and

demonstrates how unstable stallion statistics are from year

to year – even when using a granular metric of

performance. In other words, expect a lot of regression to

the mean year-to-year when you look at stallion tables.

This is exactly how we produced the numbers which led

to the predictions for 2019 and 2020, which highlighted

Night of Thunder and New Bay as two sires likely to

succeed. Not everyone likes PRB as a method because it

doesn’t take into account the quality of the races, and some

readers felt it was particularly flattering to Night Of

Thunder. That ‘quality’ concern is a valid comment, for

sure, and next month I will show how to remedy this. But

xPRB works really well on the whole, and it is not complex

to calculate.

Here we go then. The table (below left) shows the top 15

sires in 2021 (up to November 26) for races in Britain and

Ireland: 

There is at least one devoted Kingsley Klarion reader

who won’t be pleased to see Night Of Thunder at number

one! Last year’s Top 5 were Galileo, Night Of Thunder,

Dubawi, Kingman and Frankel, so that is now two years of

data – independent of one another – supporting the concept

that Night Of Thunder is one of the best sires around. (‘He

has made the best start at stud since Pattern racing began’,

says the Darley website.) It is also pleasing to see the

Ballylinch Stud stallion New Bay doing so well again.

EMEMBER, this exercise is motivated by

showing how to make simple inferences from

small samples. Clearly, we would consider a lot

more data than one season where we have it, and weight the

better races more than the lesser ones, as mentioned. But

xPRB produces stable numbers which do a decent job of

allowing for the volatility in different sample sizes in a

principled fashion.

First-season sires don’t stand out as much in 2021, but the

four I nominate as the Class of ‘21 for the purposes of this

report are:

Churchill – He had 22 wins and led all first-season sires by

xPRB at 53.12%. He stands at Coolmore Stud in Ireland at

E25,000 (£21,200). He has had no stars yet, but three

Listed winners and two G2-placed runners in The Acropolis

and Unconquerable. He’s a son of Galileo out of a Storm

Cat mare;

Caravaggio – His xPRB is 52.27% after 20 wins in Britain

and Ireland. The son of Scat Daddy stands at Coolmore

USA at $35,000 (£26,230). His standout performer is the

impressive G1 Cheveley Park winner Tenebrism, so he is

the opposite case to Churchill in having the star he needs to

impress the market;

Ulysses – He has made a really solid start, metrics-wise,

with 16 wins and an xPRB of 52.08%, and his runners

should get a lot better with age, given that he is by Galileo.

Again, he has no superstars yet, so he and Churchill are

prime representatives of the power of xPRB if he goes on to

do that (Golden Horn is one who has not yet turned high

xPRB numbers into star horses). He stands at Cheveley

Park Stud at only £10,000;

Time Test – He has received plenty of promotional material

so far. He had 12 winners at an xPRB of 52.00% and it is

notable that he is by Dubawi. He got two G3 winners in his

first season, including the Dick Poole heroine Romantic

Time. He stands at the National Stud for £15,000.
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Leading sires by xPRB in Britain and Ireland 2021
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